NEW BUSINESS


2. Seek motion(s) to support comprehensive review of undergraduate CALS curricula – Stier & Pfatteicher

DRAFT LANGUAGE TO CONSIDER:
Move that CALS should review and respond to the curriculum audit undertaken by UP&S, in order to improve advising, use our resources wisely, and foster curricular evolution.

Move that the Curriculum Committee shall, in consultation with departments, propose changes to curricula, to be effective in Fall 2010, based on the findings of the audit.

3. Paths Forward & Plans for Next Meetings – Stier & Pfatteicher

Attachments/Handouts

1. Article: Regalvanizing science education
2. Article: Putting the cart before the horse
3. Undergraduate Degrees and Majors Across Colleges at UW-Madison
4. Degree Structures in UW-Madison Schools & Colleges
5. Comparison Table of Degree Structures within CALS Across Time
6. CALS Degrees by Major 1997-2007
7. B.S. CALS mock-up (with Gen Ed & Current CALS Requirements)
8. Curriculum Audit-Related Proposals